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Half-lives on the Chart of Nuclides – a Nuclide Database
http://www.nndc.bnl.gov/nudat2/

Half-life: 1 s … ∞ (stable)

Even 209Bi is
α-decaying (2003)
T1/2 = 1,9×1019 a

There is no stability
above Pb &
Bi

It’s rather
odd – even
so, I like it!
(Am I like
it?)
Magic numbers
2, 8, 20, 28, 50, 82…
Closed proton and/or
neutron shells.
That explains
a number of
things!

I’d prefer
2, 10, 18, 36,
54, 86 … !
Half-life: 1 fs … 100 ms

It looks like the map of a valley (or rather a canyon): The farther you are from the bottom, the
sooner you fall from its inceasingly steeper walls. Is it really a valley? The valley of stability?

Where does the binding energy B of the nucleus come from?
The mass decrease is tiny,
but if you multiply it by the
square of c (speed of light)
you get a huge B value.

E = m d2
… aber
nein!

10 min, β:

B  0,0305 u c 2

The rest energy E0 of a body (e.g. a
nucleus) is proportional to its mass m:

E0  mc2
where c is the speed of light.

Spontaneious processes proceed in the direction of
decreasing rest energy, which means decreasing
mass. That’s why 2 p & 2 n are more stable together
forming an α particle, than separately. This is what
keeps 2 nucleons together as a deuteron.

Stabilities are better compared by using the (average) binding energy per nucleon B/A, than by
the binding energy B itself, because the latter – due to the short range of the nuclear force (the
residual strong force) – monotonously increases on adding further nucleons, which hides what’s
important. For comparing isobaric nuclides, B is OK, because A is constant for isobars.

The cross-section of stability valley & the binding energy per nucleon
B tells you how much energy would
be released, if Z protons + Z
electrons + N neutrons
would form a single atom
(of a ground-state
nuclide) of mass
number A =
Z + N.

This follows from the
Weizsäcker equarion.
Let’s accept it for now!

The direction of the
axis is reversed!

In the cross-sectional view, the valley walls slope in a parabolic way towards the bottom,
explaining the half-lives. However, the valley analogy is not quite accurat as at Fe-Ni
group there is a minimum explaining the possibility of fusion & fission along the valley.

Mountain & valley: stability as energy maximum & mass minimum
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The binding energy B equals the Q-value of the
formation reaction (Q = ∑ΑmΑc2 - ∑ΩmΩc2) of a nuclide:
Q
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Nuclidic mass M is related to mass excess Δ like this:
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You get valley from the mountain, because mass and
binding energy have opposite signs in the topmost
formula. Thus, if one (B/A) has a maximum, then the
other (M or Δ) must obviously have a minimum.
The nuclidic mass M is the mass of the nuclide (a single
atom) in the unified atomic mass unit u (or dalton, Da).

Top: B/A values for the
isobars of the „most
stable” nuclide (62Ni).
Bottom: Δ values for the
same isobars.

Depending on how you
characterize stability,
either Fe-56 or Ni-62
can be considered as the
most stable nuclide.

Atomic abundances of ~stable elements
in the Solar System, sorted by the parity of Z

H to He ratio is
about the same as
was after the BB.
The LiBeB trio is
scarcer than their
neighbors. They
form by
spallation
continuously
After these even
atomic numbers
dominate.
(According to
Shell Model, like
nucleons form
pairs.)

Having even
numbers for Z
makes Th & U
almost stable.
Missing Tc &
Pm have odd
numbers for Z.

The number of stable isotopes of elements
sorted by the parity of Z
Even-Z elements
typically have more
stable isotopes than
odd-Z elements,
which cannot be
just a coincidence.
For a chemist, like
some of us, the
atomic number Z
(number of protons)
is the single most
important property
of a nuclide.
The parity of the
neutron number N
also affects the
stability of nuclides.

The parity of A is a
different matter.

Separation energies of stable and primordial nuclides
It is much easier to separate the (2n+1)th proton or
neutron, than kick out one of the paired ones.

Let’s focus on these graphs here!

These graphs also
demonstrate the
advantage of the
pairing of like
nucleons. There is no
„mixed marriage”
between nucleons!

+A
-A

+A
-A

Let’s sort stable nuclides according to the parity of the mass number A (number of
nucleons), then let’s make subclasses according to the parity of Z and N
http://nagysandor.eu/oktatas/BasoNS/i_Isobars_flash/index.html
Conclusions
There are only 4
odd-odd nuclides.
What a pity!
Fortunately for us,
N is among them.
Even-even is the
winner!
Odd-even & evenodd are the same.
Neither winner nor
loser!
In the even-even
case 0, 1, 2, 3 stable
izobars (A =
constant) can exist,
otherwise only 0 or
1, but no more!

Nuclear radius & mass number

Incompressibility. The volume of a nucleus (liquid drop)
is proportional to its mass & the # of particles! [Analogy 1]
RN  1,3 fm  A1/ 3  VN  A
Nuclear (van der Waals)
Liquid drop model – isobars – mass parabolas –
force between nucleons
valley/continent of β-stability. Weizsäcker equation.
(molecules) has a short
The binding energy B
1
1
A
A
Z 1H  N 0 n  Z X  Z B
range. [Analogy 2]
is related to this reaction:
B  Ea  EN  EVolume  ESurface  ECoulomb  EAsymmetry  EPairing

EV  aV A

These 2 terms of the Weizsäcker equation
above, i.e. volume energy and surface
energy are quite analogous to liquids.

ES  aS A 2 / 3

Z2
EC  aC 1 / 3
A

EA  aA

N  Z 2
A

Penalty for
N ≠ Z. Why?
Think about it!
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Surface tension

Potential energy V of electric charge
eZ closed in a sphere of volume VN.
Win
No win,
no loss
Loss
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for
oo

Plot the encircled
terms of B/A vs. Z.
It is an upside-down
parabola for any A.

Mass parabolas, valley cross sections along isobars (from actual masses)
Even A:
Odd-odd
combinations
are less
favorable
than eveneven, and
therefore
their mass
excess is.
y = x2
(but x is
integer!)

Odd A:. We
have a single
parabola,
allowing a
single isobar
to hit
minimum
with p = 1
probability!

Schematic examples of subcases of even A ( : stable isobar)
#1

Hm. What are the
chances that the
symmetry axis
of the curve
is exactly at
an integer?

#3

(0)

http://nagysandor.eu/AsimovTeka/evenA_iSpring/index.html

#2

#4
7N7
5B5
3Li3
1H1

For even A
cases, the
number of
stable
isobars
depends not
only on the
location of
the
symmetry
axix but
also on how
close the
parabolas
are to each
other.

Important question

B/A

Let’s eliminate the
asymmetry term penalizing deviation
from the symmetry
expressed by N = Z from the Weizsäcker
equation. What would be
the ideal composition of
the nucleus for a given
A? (Never mind the oddeven business. Think
about the Coulomb term
instead.)
Good Gratious!
The nucleus
would be a tiny
neutron star?!

B  Ea  EN  EVolume  ESurface  ECoulomb  EAsymmetry  EPairing

That’s how
it looks
like in 3D!

B/A, the bindig
energy per
nucleon (unit:
mu = 10−3 u)
calculated for
the 266 most
stable
nuclides.
Vertical lines
in the upper
panel indiate
magic Z
(black) and N
(blue) values.
Double magic
nuclides are
indicated by
red stars.
The lower
panel shows
the same range
of A divided in
two subranges.
The scale of
the insert runs
from A = 1 to
20 by steps of
4 to emphasize
„α-nuclides”.

Mountain?

Valley?

Mendeleev’s Magic Numbers
Astrology/Alchemy/NUMB3RS Style 
• 2: Earth+Moon
• 10: Solar System (till 2005)
• 18: Planets×2
• 36: 18×2
• 54: 18×3
• 86: Solar System×Planets-Seasons
See also: The Color of Magic
Nuclear magic number is an accepted
technical term in nuclear science
1. Both types of „magic”
numbers are related to
closed shells.
2. Mengyeleev’s magic
number is no terminus
technicus (technical
term), just an ad-hoc
expression that I use to
emphasize analogy.

Nuclear magic numbers
• They are the same for N or Z: 2, 8, 20, 28, 50. 82…
• There is no magic A.

Magic facts. If either N or Z is magic, then
•
•
•
•
•
•

N, Z: The nuclide is more stable than otherwise
N: Cross section (σ) for neutron capture is very small (Ne)
N: High isotope abundance
N, Z almost magic (±1, 2): It decays to magic quickly (Cl, Na)
N: Lots of stable isotones
Z: Lots of stable isotopes

Like the shell model of the atomic
electrons but…
Nucleons dont’t
respect Hund’s rule
I wonder why…
(Key: the short range of NF)

There are no nucleon shells – just neutron shells & proton shells!

The shell model of the nucleus explains the unequal number of
neutrons (N) and protons (Z) for heavy elements like lead. Due to the
increase of Coulomb potential, the levels of protons are gradually
shifted upwards relative to those of the neutrons as the atomic number
increases. The numbers marking the wider gaps between the levels
are nuclear magic numbers each representing the number of
neutrons/protons occupying the levels below the respective arrow.
The nuclide 208Pb (82Pb126) happens to be double magic.

Electron
orbitals
of 11Na

 Radioactive decay: steps towards the bottom of the valley  
α ():

β+ ():

 00 ν

EC ():

 00 ν

β- ():

 00 ν

Every β-decay mode (β-, β+ & EC)
is isobaric process, i.e. it does not
change the mass number A.

Decay series: zigzagging trails down into the valley (1/2)
Typically they are series of α & β- decay steps only.

That’s why there are
only 4 of them…
Mass number
A changes by
4.

α
β
Mass number
A changes by
0.
If the primary parent’s
mass number divided by 4
gives 0, 1, 2, or 3 residue,
so will their daughters.
Well, mostly...

Decay series: zigzagging trails down into the valley (2/2)
I addition to usual decay
modes more interesting
decays also occur.
Cluster decays
(emissions of C, Ne, Mg
nuclei) shortcut the trip
down the bottom of the
valley ending at some Pb
or Bi isotope.
Beta-delayed neutron
emission (βn) is a link to
the 4n + 1 series.

The rare spontaneous
fission (SF) is a single
huge jump dovn along
the valley. The fission
products undergo further
β decays in sequence.
These series also move along the valley. Let’s have a look at the sideview of the valley!

Side view of the valley of (β-)stability

Driving force
of fusion
pushes stellar
nucleosynthesis
to the bottom
of the valley.

The
Reactors:
Helium
netSpontaneous
process
neutron-induced
burning
of hydrogen
fission
(3α process)
(SF)
fission
burning

Slow and rapid neutron capture can push NS beyond Fe & Ni.
Then the heaviest nuclides start to move back towards the dip
by decay series and fission. Decay also energizes life on Earth:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Desulforudis_audaxviator.
driving force

Isobar abundances in the Solar System – fingerprints of nucleosynthesis
H-burning in the Sun

The large amount of hydrogen (~ at the - in H)
shows that we have „chosen” a good star for us.

(First step: 3α)

http://nagysandor.eu/AsimovTeka/PP_chain_Brantjes/index.html

http://nagysandor.eu/AsimovTeka/rProces_JINA/index.html

This peak shows that the
„Lowlanders” have started
to occupy the lowest points
in the valley. Just about…

